comfort food restaurants around north
Truth be told, there are dozens of eating places in North Charleston South Carolina that you
would like, but I'm going to tell you about a North Charleston restaurant you definitely do not want
to pass up. There are people that can cook. There are folks that really like to cook. And, once in a
generation, there is someone who was truly created to cook. Nigel Drayton, the proprietor and
head chef for Nigel's Good Food, was created to cook. Permit me to tell you his tale then you run
on over to North Charleston, sit down inside his dining establishment and order up some food that
will feed your heart.
All his life, Nigel fancied setting up a fantastic restaurant in North Charleston. Through the
assistance of his wife, Louise, and their children he worked his way up the food service ladder. He
has worked in various restaurants in North Charleston like Hymans Seafood Company, Vickery's
Bar and Grill, and Charleston Crab House. His skills accomplished his winning First place for the
Oyster Recipe Competition. Nigel's award winning Oyster stew is today included on his menu.
Nigel and Louise's goal for "Nigel's Good Food" is really to present exceptional service in an
elegant restaurant in North Charleston, where everyone can easily enjoy Charleston's treasured
foods including seafood and soul food.
Nigel is a family guy and he has been sure the atmosphere at Nigel's Good Food is continually
suitable for little ones as well as grownups. Every detail with the menu at Nigel's is literally
influenced by food Nigel grew up eating. Many could call it soul food. Others could call it home
cooking. Regardless, it is certainly fantastic. It is certainly comforting and it will certainly nourish
your soul. Nigel's Good Food features a meat and three that's right for anyone. Baked Turkey
Wings, Nigel's Deep-fried pullet, BARBEQUE Ribs, Hash Chicken, and smothered and seared
pork chops are the meats. Choose from fifteen sides, featuring favorites such as collard greens,
baked macaroni and cheese, okra soup, lima beans, rice and gravy, as well as red rice. Just
precisely what your heart wants.
Specialty items at Nigel's include: Geechie wings, Fried Green Tomatoes, Bourbon Shrimp, a
Meat and Three, together with Shrimp and Grits. Geechie wings are browned wings flipped with
one of Nigel's exclusive sauces called Geechie sauce. Geechie sauce is Nigel's take on buffalo
sauce however savory and not as fiery. Nigel's moonshine shrimp teems with lowcountry
favourites: shrimp, sausage, corn together with potatoes. Soon after being prepared in Nigel's
hand crafted moonshine butter, the ingredients are served up like a soup together with grilled
garlic herb bread for dipping. Shrimp and grits is a standard Charleston favorite together with
brown gravy. The grits is truly creamy and flavorful. The shrimp is sautÃ©ed to perfection and the
light brown gravy teems with onions, peppers, bacon and sausage.
Nigel's Good Food, in North Charleston South Carolina, has a complete bar to boot. The specialty
bar drinks at Nigel's feature Grand me, Queen Liz, melon jolly rancher, plus rum runner. Among
the most favored is the rum runner. It comes with Malibu, Bacardi, and peach schnapps apricot
and pineapple. If you are trying to find a North Charleston Bar where you might take it easy, enjoy
extraordinary food, have a great time as well as amazing beverages, then Nigel's Good Food is

undoubtedly the spot for you. Nigel's Good Food is situated over at 3760 Ashley Phosphate Rd,
North Charleston SC. Hunt for it inside the Food Lion Shopping Plaza. Whenever you are simply
bored of unimaginative, yuppie, cookie-cutter chain restaurant food and ready for the dinner of
your existence, go see Nigel. Of all the gourmet chefs in all the restaurants in North Charleston
SC, Nigel was born to cook. He will certainly feed your soul.
To read more, make sure you check out this amazing page - carrabba's

